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Abstract

Drug overdose (DO) is considered one of the current issues of intravenous (IV) infusion

particularly resulting in serious injuries and deaths. Malfunction of infusion pumps is

reported as the main cause of the drug overdose. Live monitoring and flow rate calcula-

tion by health professionals have been practicing to avoid DO. However, human errors

and miscalculations are inevitable. A secondary measurement tool is required to avoid

the risk of OD when infusion pump malfunctions cannot be detected immediately. Here,

inspired by nature, we developed a real-time monitoring device through which an admin-

istrator can review, evaluate, and modify the IV infusion process. Our flow sensor pos-

sesses an erected polymer hair cell on a multi-layered silicon base forming from a

patterned gold strained gauge layer on a piezoresistive liquid crystal polymer (LCP) mem-

brane. Gold strain gauges on an LCP membrane have been used instead of a piezo-

resistive silicon membrane as the sensing element. The combination of gold strain

gauges and LCP membrane provides better sensitivity than a piezoresistive silicon mem-

brane of the same dimensions and thickness. We also miniaturized our biocompatible

sensor such that it can be possible to install it inside the IV tube in contact with the liquid

providing an in-suite online flow monitoring. The proposed LCP membrane sensor is

compared with two commercially available IV sensors to validate its flow sensing ability.

The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed sensor provides a low threshold

detection limit of 5 mL/hr, which betters the performance of other commercial sensors

at low flow rates.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Intravenous (IV) infusion is the administration of drugs or medication

directly and slowly into a patients' vein over a period to deliver a con-

stant amount of therapy (Lee, 2015). Infusion pumps are often used

for the IV infusion process to deliver fluids at precise rates and dura-

tions, as well as at very small volume of fluids (Murdoch & Cameron,

2008). However, infusion pumps are expensive, and their cost may

prevent their use in some circumstances. In addition, a secondary mea-

surement tool is required to avoid the risk of drug overdose when infu-

sion pump malfunctions cannot be detected immediately. According to

U.S. Food & Drug Administration (FDA), ~ 56,000 cases have been

reported on the adverse situations regarding the use of infusion pumps

which involved injuries and deaths from 2005 to 2009 (Administration,

U.S.F.D, 2016). Currently, the solution for this problem is to calculate the

number of drops in the IV drip chamber for a certain period to calculate
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the flow rate. However, this technique is not accurate in measuring the

live rate of the fluid flow because there is no direct interaction between

the device and the fluid.

Several approaches have been proposed in order to measure the

flow accurately for IV infusion application. Infrared sensors have been

commonly used for intravenous drip rate monitoring (Goldberg & Lai,

2007; Kamble et al., 2001; Yadav & Jain, 2016). Zhang et al. (2010)

developed a flow sensor that consisted of slot-coupled infrared emit-

ting diode that generated a signal as fluid dropped through the slot.

Ogawa et al. (2010) developed a flow sensor that utilised three copper

foil electrodes to form a capacitor between the infusion liquid and

each electrode. Flow was measured by the change of capacitance as

fluid dropped. Wang and Chen (2009) estimated the infusion rate

using an ultrasonic transducer. Cataldo et al. (2012) explored the use

of a microwave-reflectometry-based system for the control and moni-

toring of the flow in intravenous medical infusions. None of the men-

tioned devices is in direct contact with liquid inside IV tubes.

Measuring direct liquid flow rate is advantageous as it eliminates the

false signal in the absence of liquid flow. Direct contact with the liquid

flow inside IV tube can also provide a chance to monitor drug solution

characteristics.

Piezoelectric pressure and flow sensors have been widely used in

underwater sensing applications (Asadnia et al., 2013a; Asadnia et al.,

2013b; Asadnia et al., 2015). Zhang et al. new sensor based on a radial

field bulk piezoelectric diaphragm to provide energy-efficient and high-

performance situational sensing for autonomous underwater vehicles

(Zhang et al., 2019). Asadnia et al. used piezoelectric microdiaphragm

sensors for unmanned underwater sensing (Asadnia et al., 2013b) and air

flow monitoring (Abbasnejad et al., 2018). Piezoelectric devices can be

very attractive sensing elements to measure the flow inside an IV as they

provide a self-powered working principle (Tao et al., 2019) that can sense

the oscillatory flow with very high resolution.

Nature has always been a fruitful source of inspiration. By looking

at nature, we can find many examples of natural flow measurement

sensors. For example, hair cells are the sensory receptors that are

responsible in the auditory system for sound detection and in the ves-

tibular system for balance control in all vertebrates (Fettiplace &

Hackney, 2006; LeMasurier & Gillespie, 2005). Vibrations cause

deflection of the hair cells and these mechanical stimuli are converted

to electrical signals across the cell membrane by the process of

mechanotransduction (Fettiplace & Hackney, 2006). In crickets, the

hair cells located on their cerci are used for air sensing in order to

detect the movement of predators (Dangles, Pierre, Magal, Vannier, &

Casas, 2006). These sensory hair cells are highly sensitive and able to

detect a very low air movement down to 0.03 mm/s. On the other

hand, most fish rely on the lateral line system for underwater sensing.

Lateral line is a sensory system that consists of neuromasts made up

of hair cells and cupula to detect water flow and pressure gradient at

the surface of the fish (Bleckmann & Zelick, 2009; Montgomery,

Coombs, & Baker, 1997). There are two submodalities of lateral line,

superficial neuromasts and canal neuromasts. Superficial neuromasts

are located on the surface of the fish, are responsible for detection of

flow and current over the surface of the fish, and hence, play an

important role in rheotactic behaviors. Canal neuromasts are embed-

ded in water-filled canals and are open to the water environment

through pores. Each neuromast is located between two pores. Canal

neuromasts are not affected by water currents and have a better

response to fast and small stimuli compared to superficial neuromasts,

making them important for prey localization and obstacle avoidance

(Coombs, Braun, & Donovan, 2001).

In recent years, bio-inspired Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems

(MEMS) flow sensors (Bian et al., 2017; Bora et al., 2017; Guo et al.,

2018; Han et al., 2018; Kottapalli, Asadnia, Miao, & Triantafyllou,

2015; Wolf, Morton, MacPherson, & van Netten, 2018) have become

an interesting approach for many applications, including navigation,

and object detection on underwater vehicles (Subramaniam,

Alvarado, & Weymouth, 2017), flow measurement in biomedical

equipment such as in breath monitoring, and in liquid dispensing sys-

tems. Their advantages in terms of low weight, low power require-

ment, high resolution, and surface mounting capability compare

favorably to the traditional detection devices such as sonar and opti-

cal devices that are often low resolution and large. Much research has

been undertaken to develop robust and highly sensitive MEMS flow

sensors for these applications.

Fan et al. (2002), developed a biomimetic sensor inspired by the

lateral line of fish. This silicon-based artificial hair cell sensor consisted

of a fixed-free horizontal cantilever with a vertical cilium attached at

the end of the cantilever support. Later Tucker et al. (2006), designed

an artificial hair cell flow sensor consisted of a piezoresistive silicon

cantilever, which operated by similar principle to the previous work

done by Fan et al. (2002). Hu, Liu, and Chen (2008) proposed a robust

tactile shear stress sensor based on the artificial hair cell sensor.

Zhang et al. (2010) designed a self-bended silicon microcantilever

flow sensor to measure low flow rates with high sensitivity. This micro-

cantilever sensor consisted of two silicon dioxide layers constructed from

silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers with a silicon piezoresistor sandwiched

in between the silicon dioxide layers. Wang, Lee, and Chiang (2007) has

also developed a microcantilever flow sensor for air. The sensor con-

sisted of a freestanding silicon microcantilever with a silicon nitride layer

deposited on the silicon wafer, and a platinum layer deposited on the sili-

con nitride to form a piezoresistive layer. Li, Zhao, Yang, and Zhang

(2010) developed a monolithic integrated piezoresistive flow sensor. This

sensor consisted of four main components, which were a bandgap refer-

ence with constant temperature coefficient, a voltage–current converter,

a sensing element, and a signal conditioning circuit. The sensing element

was composed of four silicon diaphragms with piezoresistors arranged

symmetrically with respect to each other in order to sense the drag force

caused by the input flow.

Polymers have been widely used in the fabrication of flow sensors.

Polymers have a wide range of elasticity and excellent chemical resis-

tance, which makes them favorable for MEMS flow sensor applications.

Engel, Chen, Liu, and Bullen (2006) performed a study to develop an

artificial hair cell made entirely out of polymers, mainly polyurethane.

This sensor was able to detect two axis deflection of the vertical high

aspect-ratio hair cell by utilizing four carbon-impregnated polyurethane

force sensitive resistors (FSR) was located on gold electrodes that
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measured the resistance. Displacement of the tip of hair cell due to

force caused bending of the hair cell and consequently exerted normal

stress on the FSR and hence changed the resistance.

Kottapalli et al. (Kottapalli et al., 2011; Kottapalli et al., 2012;

Kottapalli et al., 2015), developed a MEMS flow sensor such that the

flow was measured by converting the pressure difference between the

surroundings and the internal cavity of the sensor into a change in resis-

tance in the metal strain gauge, which was then in turn converted to a

voltage output. For the sensing membrane of the sensor, liquid crystal

polymer (LCP) was used rather than silicon because of its better proper-

ties for underwater applications in terms of robustness, hermeticity, and

fracture strength, as well as better sensitivity compared to silicon. Later

the authors improved the sensor by introducing a hair cell on the sensor

and an artificial canal neuromast (Kottapalli et al., 2014). The hair cell was

made out of Si60 formed by stereolithography and was mounted on the

LCP membrane at the center of the gold strain gauge. The tall hair cell

extended beyond the boundary layer generated by the flow, which

enhanced the sensitivity of the sensor.

The piezoresistive LCP flow sensor was further developed by

(Kottapalli Asadnia, Miao, Tan, Barbastathis, Triantafyllo, 2012) by

introducing the hydrogel cupula bonded to the hair cells by nanofibrils

to enhance the sensitivity of flow sensing. The nanofibril scaffold was

first electrospun on the hair cell and the hydrogel cupula was drop-

cast on the nanofibril scaffold. The function of nanofibrils was to pro-

vide a good bonding between the cupula and the hair cell so that they

stayed intact even for a high flow velocity.

In this paper, we develop a piezoresistive MEMS-based LCP mem-

brane flow sensor. The proposed flow sensor is inspired by the fishes

and crickets' hair cells. It is compared with two commercially available

IV sensors to validate its flow sensing ability. The experimental results

demonstrate that the proposed sensor provides a low threshold

detection limit of 5 mL/hr, in which it outperforms the other commer-

cial sensors in sensing low flow rates.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Materials

LCP (LCP- 3908) was obtained from Rogers Corporation (Arizona).

SU-8 and positive photoresists were bought from Micro Materials &

Research Consumables (Victoria-Australia). Silicon wafers and 3D

printing resins were acquired from Ted Pella (California). Intravenous

therapy was purchased from Becton Dickinson (New Jersey).

2.2 | Flow sensor principle

The piezoresistive LCP membrane flow sensor is inspired by the

superficial neuromasts of the biological lateral line for sensing found

on most fish. This polymer-based flow sensor consists of LCP as the

sensing membrane material, with gold strain gauges deposited on the

membrane and Si60 polymer as the high-aspect-ratio hair cell.

This sensor utilizes the concept of piezoresistance as its sensing

principle. When water flow passes the hair cell, the frictional, and drag

forces due to the flow are exerted on the hair cell and caused it to

bend. Due to the firm mount of the hair cell on the membrane, the

bend causes displacement due to deflection in the membrane. This

induces a change in resistance in the strain gauges, which is inter-

preted as voltage change at the sensor output. In this instance, the

LCP membrane flow sensor is designed to measure water flow in a

tube for an IV infusion application.

2.3 | Flow sensor design and fabrication

The piezoresistive artificial hair cell flow sensor consists of a high-

aspect-ratio hair cell made out of Si60 polymer located at the center

of a flexible membrane made of soft polymer. Serpentine shaped gold

strain gauges are located on the membrane, acting as the sensing ele-

ment of the flow sensor. Figure 1a illustrates the schematic of the

sensor structure with an exploded view of the sensor showing various

materials for the sensor structure.

The sensor structure consists of a LCP membrane with thickness

of 25 μm bonded to a silicon wafer with thickness of 300 μm, with an

intermediate 5 μm thick SU-8 layer for adhesion. The sensor has a cir-

cular membrane with diameter of 2000 μm, which was designated by

etching a circular cavity at the backside of the silicon wafer through

deep reactive ion etching (DRIE). The overall size of the LCP mem-

brane flow sensor is 6 × 3.5 mm2 with a membrane diameter of 2 mm.

The high-aspect-ratio Si60 hair cell is 2,700 μm tall as shown in

Figure 1b. Under certain flow velocity, having a tinner microdiagram

will increase the deformation of the membrane, which leads to an

enhanced sensitivity of the device. However, by reducing the micro-

diaphragm thickness the device becomes more fragile. On the other

hand, increasing the microdiaphragm thickness to above 25 mm will

comprise the sensitivity while improves the robustness of the device.

In the sensor, gold strain gauges on LCP membrane has been used

instead of a piezoresistive silicon membrane as the sensing element.

Although gold has low gauge factor compared to silicon (KAu = 2 while

KSi = 140), a combination of gold strain gauges and LCP membrane pro-

vides better sensitivity than a piezoresistive siliconmembrane of the same

dimensions and thickness. This is due to LCP having a lower Young's mod-

ulus than silicon and that the factor that influences the sensitivity of the

sensor is the ratio of gauge factor/Young's modulus. Sensitivity is defined

as the change in resistance of the strain gauge due to stress.

4R=Rð Þ=σ = K=Eð Þ ð1Þ

where R is the resistance, σ is the stress, K is the gauge factor and E is

the Young's modulus. The Young's modulus of silicon is 185 GPa

while Young's modulus of LCP is 2.16 GPa. Comparing two sensors in

which one was made of gold and LCP, and the other was made out of

silicon, with same dimensions, membrane size, and thickness, the LCP

membrane sensor performs 19% better in terms of sensitivity as com-

pared to the silicon membrane sensor, based on the equation above.

In addition, LCP has higher fracture strength and a thicker mem-

brane compared to silicon. Therefore, it can withstand higher-pressure

impact due to pressure waves in the water flow. In addition, LCP and
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Accura Si60 polymer have been used as a sensing membrane and the

hair cell, respectively, because of their advantage of being humidity

and moisture resistant, which makes them suitable for underwater

applications. LCP also has a lower coefficient of moisture absorption

and higher fracture strength compared to silicon and is chemically

more resistant to a wide range of chemicals (Ehteshami et al., 2016).

For the IV application, the sensor was packaged in a leak-proof 3D

printed capsule as illustrated in Figure 2a, which was then mounted to

an IV tube with 3.5 mm inner diameter. A 3D model that represents

the piezoresistive LCP membrane flow sensor in an IV tube has been

created as depicted in Figure 2b. An image of the developed LCP sen-

sor in an IV tube is shown in Figure 2c.

The fabrication process of the piezoresistive LCP membrane flow

sensor was outlined by.

Ajay et al. in their previous studies (Kottapalli et al., 2011; Kottapalli

et al., 2012; Kottapalli et al., 2014; Kottapalli et al., 2015; Kottapalli et al.,

2016). The sensing membrane material, LCP 3908 is available in thin

films of thickness 25 μm with 18 μm copper coating on both sides of the

film. The copper coating was first etched away with copper wet etchant

by agitating the soaked copper-coated LCP film in the copper etchant.

The fabrication process started with bonding of the 25 μm thick

LCP film to a 300 μm thick silicon wafer with SU-8 as an intermediate

adhesive layer. Two micrometer thick SU-8 was spincoated on the

surface of both LCP film and silicon wafer. In order to spin-coat SU-8

on the flexible LCP film, the film was first temporarily bonded to

another silicon wafer. SU-8 coated surfaces of both LCP and silicon

wafer were then exposed to oxygen plasma for 60 s in a reactive ion

etching (RIE) chamber in order to improve the bonding quality. The

SU-8 coated surfaces of LCP and silicon wafer were immediately

brought into contact after exposure. After brought into contact, the

wafer pair underwent a pre-optimized thermal cycle. This was done to

harden the SU-8 layer and improve the bond strength. The thermal

cycle started at 45�C for 20 min, 90�C for 10 min, 150�C for 50 min,

and finally decreased to ambient temperature, with a uniform pressure

of 5 kPa applied on the wafer pair throughout the bonding cycle.

The fabrication process continued with formation of gold strain

gauge on the LCP membrane of the sensor. Five-micrometer thick

photoresist was spin-coated on the LCP membrane and patterned for

lift-off process. A 100 nm thick gold (Au) with 20 nm thick chromium

(Cr) were sputter-deposited on the membrane, and lift-off process

was performed to form gold piezoresistors. Chromium was used to

enhance the adhesion of gold on the LCP membrane.

Finally, a through-hole, aligned with the gold resistors was formed

by deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) on the backside of the silicon

wafer to release the LCP membrane for sensing.

The Si60 polymer micro-pillar hair cell was formed using micro-

stereolithography (SLA). SLA is a micro-manufacturing process that is

able to form 3D microstructures directly from a SolidWorks model by

generating a plastic part from a solidified liquid monomer in a layer-

bylayer fashion. The manufacturing process started with creating a 3D

model of the hair cell. The 3D model was then segmented into a series

of 2D layers with proportional thicknesses, which were carried out to

control an X-Y stage that contains the UV-curable Si60 solution. The

Si60 pillar was formed by curing the liquid monomer resin into solid

polymer structure layer-by-layer by scanning a UV beam with wave-

length of 355 nm and spot size of 0.01 mm on the liquid monomer

Si60 resin. All layers of the solid polymer structure were then stacked

together to form a cylindrical hair cell with diameter of 400 μm and

height of 2,700 μm. The fabricated hair cell was then placed at the

center of the LCP membrane as shown in Figure 1b. EPO-TEK-H70E

nonconducting epoxy was used to make sure the Si60 pillar was in

contact with the LCP membrane. The sensor with Si60 pillar was then

F IGURE 1 The sensor structure
consists of a LCP membrane with
thickness of 25 μm bonded to a silicon
wafer with thickness of 300 μm. The
high-aspect-ratio Si60 hair cell is
2,700 μm tall. The overall size of the LCP
membrane flow sensor is 6 × 3.5 mm2.
(a) Schematic of the sensor structure.
(b) Image of the LCP flow sensor. LCP,
liquid crystal polymer

F IGURE 2 Schematic of the
piezoresistive LCP membrane
flow sensor. (a) Exploded view of
the LCP membrane flow sensor,
3D printed capsule, and IV tube.
(b) 3D model of the LCP
membrane flow sensor in the IV
tube. (c) The developed LCP
sensor in the IV tube. LCP, liquid
crystal polymer
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heat-treated at 55�C for 12 hr to ensure the epoxy was fully cured for

a strong contact.

The gold pattern was required to create the strain gauge on the

LCP membrane. When the flow sensor protrudes in the liquid inside

the IV tube, the standing structure bends that makes the LCP to

deform causing a change on the gold pattern (strain gauge) resistance.

This resistance change, which is proportional to the amount of flow

passed through the IV tube over time, can be measured in terms of

voltage using a Wheatstone bridge circuit.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 | Simulation results

For designing the sensor, it is critical to ensure the thickness of LCP is

sufficient for IV applications. If the thickness is too small, the sensor

would be fragile and might break during the experiments. On the

other hand, if the LCP thickness is too large, the sensor sensitivity will

be compromised. Therefore, it is essential to perform simulations to

ensure the microdiaphragm is designed properly.

Finite element analysis (FEA) simulations were conducted to ana-

lyze the behavior of the LCP membrane in the IV tube. For the

simulation, a 3D model of the developed flow sensor was analyzed in

Ansys Workbench software. The properties of LCP are as found

through experiment including density (1400 kh/m3), Young's modulus

(2.1 GPa), and Poisson's ratio (0.4). The deformation of the LCP mem-

brane is simulated in each case where the hair cell is subject to various

water flow rates for which the sensor is to be experimentally tested.

Hair cell is protrude Figure 3a depicts the velocity profile of fluid

around the hair cell and the resulting pressure profile on (for 10 mL/hr

flow rate). A cross section of the sensor is shown in Figure 3b for bet-

ter visualization of the deformation of the LCP membrane. Figure 3c

depicts the simulation results for the LCP membrane deformations for

specific water flow rates. Figure 3c illustrates the deflection of the

hair cell due to pressure exerted from fluid, which results in deforma-

tion of the LCP membrane. When the sensor is exposed to the flow

the standing structure bends and deforms the microdiaphragm. Since

the sensor output is the result of change in resistance on the gold

strain gauge printed on microdiaphragm, deformation of the micro-

diaphragm affect the resistance change in strain gauge. This simula-

tion provides a clear understanding that by applying a flow velocity on

the sensor in the range that typically appears in an IV (up to

50 mL/hr), the LCP microdiaphragm can bend proportionally and pro-

vide a sufficient resolution for the sensor. Figure 3c depicts the

F IGURE 3 Simulation results based on the finite element analysis (FEA) for 10 mL/hr flow rate and IV tube with 3.5 mm inner diameter.
(a) The flow velocity profile around the circular hair cell and the resulting pressure profile on the hair cell are illustrated. (b) Sensor cross
section showing deformation of the LCP membrane. (c) The deformation of LCP membrane for different flow rates. (d) Peak-to-peak deformation.
LCP, liquid crystal polymer
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membrane deformation as a function of arc length. It is clear that

increasing the flow velocity leads to higher deformation of the micro-

diaphragm. Figure 3d plots the pick to pick deformation of the micro-

diaphragm as a function of flow rate.

3.2 | Experimental results

The goal of this experiment was to calibrate the outputs from the flow

sensor against the measured flow in the IV infusion. The experiment

was conducted by infusing water through the IV infusion set from a

20 mL syringe using a syringe pump for constant flow rate. The sensor

was placed in the IV tube to measure the flow rate of water that flows

in the tube as illustrated in Figure 2c. The sensor was connected to a

Wheatstone bridge circuit in order to convert the resistance change into

a voltage change as illustrated in Figure 4. The Wheatstone bridge was

placed in proximity to the sensor to reduce noise introduced by the wire

cables. Each resistor R1 and R3, and potential meter R2 has similar

amount of resistance with the sensor, in this case around 960 Ω. The

Wheatstone bridge circuit was biased with ~ 6 V DC.

As illustrated in Figure 4, the Wheatstone bridge circuit was con-

nected to the data acquisition (DAQ) device from national instrument

(NI) model NI USB-6289. The main function of DAQ device is to digi-

tize the analog signals from the sensor.

The DAQ device was then connected to the computer installed with

NI SignalExpress to acquire, analyze, and record the sensor output.

Sensor output was acquired as a voltage output. The sensor was

tested with flow rates ranging from 0 to 40 mL/hr with increment of

10 mL/hr for flow rate of 0–30 mL/hr, and increment of 5 mL/hr for

flow rate of 30–40 mL/hour. At each flow rate, the data from the sen-

sor was acquired for 6 min. Figure 5a shows the experimental results

of the sensor output for flow rate of 0–40 mL/hr.

Addionally, the sensor was tested with low rate of 5 mL/hr by an

on–off test in which the flow was turned on for 3 min and then turned

off for 3 min for two cycles. Figure 5b shows the experimental results of

the on–off test. From the experimental results, a calibration plot with

error bars was obtained as depicted in Figure 5c. From this plot, the sen-

sitivity of the sensor (slop of calibration plot) is 0.2 mL hr−1 mV−1.

The most uncertainty during the MEMS process was the unifor-

mity of the thickness of the deposited gold to form the strain gauges.

Most of the gold sputters are not very accurate and the thickness of

the deposited gold along the wafer might varied by few nanometer.

This could slightly change the bias resistance of the sensors.

3.3 | Comparison with IV commercial sensors

Two commercial sensors have been tested to measure the flow rate

of water in order to compare the sensing ability of the LCP membrane

F IGURE 4 Schematic of the
whole system. The sensor is
connected to a Wheatstone
bridge circuit and the
Wheatstone bridge circuit to the
data acquisition (DAQ) device
from national instrument

(NI) model NI USB-6289

F IGURE 5 (a) Experimental results of the sensor output for flow rate of 0–40 mL/hr. (b) Experimental results of the on–off test for
5 mL/hr. (c) Calibration plot for the LCP flow sensor. LCP, liquid crystal polymer
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sensor for IV infusion application. The first was a Shift Labs' DripAssist

infusion rate monitor and the second was a Sensirion LD20 disposable

liquid flow sensor. The experimental setup and results for both sensors

will be discussed in this section.

3.3.1 | DripAssist

DripAssist (as shown in Figure 6a) is an optical sensor that measures

flow rate by monitoring the water drops through the drip chamber of

the IV. It detects the drops and calculates the drip rate in drops per

minute. The sensor has to be placed vertically in order to detect the

flow. Location of the optical sensor is indicated by the orange line

where it detects the flow.

The experiment was conducted by infusing water in a tube from a

50 mL syringe by using a syringe pump for a constant flow rate. A range

of flow rate from 0.1 to 15.0 mL/min at increments of 0.1 was measured.

The experiment was repeated three times in order to get the average

readings and standard deviation for the errors.

From the experimental results, a calibration plot with error bars

was produced. The errors were calculated from standard deviation of

the three readings. Figure 6b shows the calibration plot for DripAssist

flow sensor.

3.3.2 | Sensirion LD20

Sensirion LD20 (as depicted in Figure 6c) is a single MEMS and CMOS

monolithic silicon chip flow sensor that directly measures the fluid flow.

The sensor operates based on a micro-thermal principle where a negligi-

ble amount of heat is introduced by a microscopic heating element in the

fluid. Two temperature sensors monitor the temperature profile, which

enables calculation of the flow rate. Sensirion LD20 is a disposable liquid

flow sensor that is suitable for biomedical applications such as infusion

therapy and urine catheters. It consists of standard Luer lock fittings to

ensure secure integration into the fluidic line.

The experiment was conducted by infusing water from a 50 mL

syringe by using a syringe pump for a constant flow rate. A range of

flow rate from 0.1 to 15.0 mL/min at increments of 0.1 was measured.

The experiment was repeated three times in order to get the average

readings and standard deviation for the errors. From the experimental

results, a calibration plot with error bars was produced. The errors

were calculated from standard deviation of the three readings.

Figure 6d shows the calibration plot for Sensirion LD20 sensor.

A flow rate calibration plot has been produced from the average

of 10 V output obtained at different points of the signal graph using

MATLAB as shown in Figure 3d. The sensor demonstrated a resolu-

tion of 5 mL/hr in water flow sensing and threshold detection limit of

5 mL/hr.

F IGURE 6 Two commercial
flow sensors. (a) DripAssist flow
sensor, (b) calibration plot for
DripAssist flow sensor,
(c) Sensirion LD20 flow sensor,
and (d) calibration plot for
Sensirion LD20 flow sensor

F IGURE 7 Comparison between the developed LCP flow sensor
and two commercial flow sensors. LCP, liquid crystal polymer
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Results from all three sensors have been plotted in a single graph

to compare the sensor output of the piezoresistive LCP membrane

flow sensor, with the commercial sensors tested as described above.

Figure 7 shows the comparison between the three sensors.

As illustrated in Figure 7, the LCP sensor performed similarly to

the commercial sensors for flow rate less than 15 mL/hr. However,

the LCP sensor has smaller slope (0.7803) as compared to the two

commercial sensors (1.115 for DripAssist and 1.129 for Sensirion

LD20), which is about 30% lower, making the sensor output increase

slower than the commercial sensors as the flow rate increased. The

difference in sensor output between the LCP sensor and the com-

mercial sensors was about 15 mL/hr at flow rate of 50 mL/hr. Such

differences in the results might be caused by the use of 20 mL

syringe instead of 50 mL syringe in conducting experiment for the

LCP membrane sensor. Difference in syringe volume might have cau-

sed systematic error to the syringe pump in delivering the desired

flow rate in terms of the infusion velocity of the pump. Apart from

that, the differences might have also caused by the efficiency of the

syringe in delivering the flow. A syringe with a higher volume has

larger circumference, and hence, larger friction between the piston

and the syringe wall. Difference in friction might cause a difference in

flow rate of water from the syringe. Using a syringe with same vol-

ume for each experiment might reduce the differences in results

obtained.

Furthermore, the discrepancies may have caused by noise gener-

ated when acquiring the sensor output, which caused a high fluctua-

tion in the output signal of the sensor. Noise might be generated by

the use of wires connecting the sensor to the Wheatstone bridge cir-

cuit. There are several ways to reduce noise in the generated signal.

One of them is to use shielded cables that interference from equip-

ment and wiring outside the shield. Shortening the length of the wires

could also minimize noise in the signal.

Reducing the cost of the sensors was one of the main motivators

of this research. Thanks to microfabrication our proposed LCP sensor

can be developed with the cost of about 1 USD per sensor. We were

able to reduce the cost of circuits to achieve a complete sensory sys-

tem with less than 10 USD, which is much cheaper than the current

commercially available flow sensors.

4 | CONCLUSIONS

This work presented the experimentation of water flow rate measure-

ment using the piezoresistive LCP membrane flow sensor for IV infu-

sion application. The sensor was compared with two commercially

available IV sensors, which were DripAssist and Sensirion LD20. The

sensor performed closely with the commercial sensors for low flow

rate (below 10 mL/hr). The LCP sensor has a threshold detection limit

of 5 mL/hr, which is a very low rate, in which it performed better than

the other two commercial sensors in sensing low water flow rate. The

ability to sense low flow rate is important in IV application as most

medications are administered at low flow rate into the vein. Further

research could be done to improve the sensitivity of the sensor for

high flow rate and to improve the sensor packaging to achieve more

stable signal from the sensor.
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